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(54)   Method for Installing a scrolled resilient si leet alongside the Inner surface of a fluid conduit 
(57)    A scrolled resffient sheet (3) te instated against 
the Inner surface (4) of a fluid conduit (1) using a carrier 
tod (5) from which a resilient sheet having an average 
thickness more than 2 mm and an elastic or pseudoe- 
lastic recoverable strain of at least 0.6% is released so 
that the sheet expands with an expansion kxse which is 
sufficiently Wgh to allow the sheet to press teerl Into 
place alongside ftie inner surface ol the conduit and to 
remain In place after installation. 
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Description 

ftacknromd of the Invention 
[0001} Tte Invention relates to a method for Installing 
a scrolled resilient sheet alongside the inner surface of 
& fluid conduit. 
[0002] It is known from US patent specifications 
4,501.327 end 5.040.283 to scroti a sheet around a car- 
rier tool and then move the carrier toot carrying the 
scrolled sheet through the conduit towards a location 
where the resilient sheet is to be installed, whereupon 
the shod is leased from the carrier tool and allowed to 
expand towards the inner surface of the conduit 
[0003] US patent specTication 5.040.283 employs a 
sheet made of a memory metal which expands as a 
result of a temperature increase. A drawback of this 
method is that memory metals are expensive and are 
not readay available in large sheets. 
[0004] US patent specification 4,501.327 discloses 
the use of spring steel or aluminium as a resifient mate- 
rial, which materials have an elastic strain which is 
0.55% or less (0.2% for aluminium) and that a suitable 
thk*ness for the sheet material is spproxknatery 3/B4 
inch (-1.2 mm). 
[0005] In this known method the resiSent material to 
pressed against the waD of the conduit when the carrier 
toot is pulled back through the expanded sheet 
[0006] Drawbacks of this known method are thatarel- 
ativety thin sheet material is used which can be easfly 
damaged and which has a residency which is only sulfi- 
cient to unscroa the sheet but which does not induce the 
sheet to press Itself into place alongside the inner wal 
of the conduit so that a final pressing step is sta 
required. [0007] rtistjene^thatthelowwanthickneMofthe 
known aluminium or spring steel sheets and the rela- 
tively low expansion force are associated with the tow 
elastic strain capacity of the materials used. 
[0008] It is an object ot the present invention to efniH 
nate these drawbacks and to provide a method for 
installing a scrolled resilient sheet alongside the toner 
surface of a fhid conduit which allows the use of arela- 
tivety thick end robust sheet which is not easily dam- 
aged after installation and which does not require the 
step of pressing the sheet alongside the wall of the con- 
duH by means of an expansion toot. 

Symn^tftNlrrrwnton 
[00O9] Toward providing these and other advantages 
the method accorcSng to the present invention ernptoys 
a resilient sheet which haa an average wal thickness of 
at least 2 mm and an elastic or pseudoelastic recovera- 
ble strain of at least 0.6% so as to induce the scrolled ss 
sheet to expand with an expansion force which Is suffi- 
ciently high to allow ihe sheet to press itself into place 
alongside the riner surface of the conduit during instal- 

lation and to remain in place after installation. 
[0010] When used in this specification the term elastic 
strain refers to the yidd stress Vbung's modulus ratio for 
materials which have a yield point B<e many carbon 

5   steels have, or the proof stress-Young's rnodutus ratio 
for materials which do not have a yield point If the etas- 
tic strain is expressed as a percentage then said ratio s 
are to be muftipHed by a factor of 100. 
[0011 ]   Preferably the resilient sheet has an average 

10 wal thickness of at least 3 mm and is made of a titanium 
alloy having an elastic modulus not more than 115.000 
MPa and a proof stress of at least 825 MPa, so fiat the 
elastic strain is more than 0.75%. 
[0012] It is also preferred that the resiBent sheet mate- 

rs rial has an average wall thickness of at least 4 mm and 
te made d a Tl-6Ah4V alloy 
[0013] The sheet may be a rectangular sheet without 
an area where the wall of toe conduit has been rup- 

20 tured, damaged or eroded. Alternatively the fluid corv 
dun Is formed by an Inflow region of a hv*ocarbon 
production well and the sheet is perforated at regular 
intervals and is installed alongside the inner surface of 
the weJbore to serve as a weflscreen, 

ss [0014] If the sheet is to be scrolled to a very small 
cSameter. for example B it is to be moved through con- 
strictions in the conduit, then it can be beneficial to use 
a pseudoelastic alley as sheet material. Suitable pseu- 
doelastic alloys are TV16V-3Al-€Zr and TiNi. 

90 
Pf1°f f>^"«nn of the Drawings 
[0015] These and further features, objects and advan- 
tages of the method according to the Invention wiD be 

as more fuBy appreciated by reference to the following 
detailed descrfotion of a preferred ernbodiment of the 
invention which should be read In conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings in which: 

40       fig. 1 is e schemata sWeetarationafvi^ 
ient shoot wttch is being placed insioo a conduit in 
the form of a vertical underground borehole; and 
Rg. 2 is a stoe vtow of an unscrofled resiBent sheet 
which comprises orcunferienfial slots so that the 

45 sheetcanbeusedasawellscreen. 
rrad Embodiment 

[0016] RefeningrwtoFig.1toerei8shownave^ 
weibore 1 traversing an underground formation 2 and a 
resiBent sheet 3 which is unscroOing itself against toe 
wall 4 of the weibore 1. 
[0017] The sheet 3 has been lowered into toe weftoore 
1 using a canier tool 5 which is suspended on a wireline 
6. 
[0018] The carrier tod 5 and wireline 6 are shown in 
the drawing in dotted lines. 
[0019]  Before towering the carrier tool 5 into the wefl- 
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bora 1 the sheet 3 is scrolled around the tool 5 and fixed 
to the tool 5 using tack welds and/or dips. When the tool 
has arrived at the location where the sheet 3 is to be 
installed the tack welds andfor clips are released, for 
example using explosive devices which shear off the 5 
tack welds and/or dips. 
[0020] The resilient sheet 3 has a thickness of at least 
2 mm and an elastic strain of ai least 0.6% which allows 
the sheet to develop a Ngh expansion force so that it 
expands and presses itself into place against the waD 4 10 
of the wenbore 1 and to remain in place after inslafertion 
even if the pore pressure of the surrounding formation 2 
is higher than the fluid pressure within the wdbore 1. 
[0021]    When seen in ctrcumferenfial direction, the 
ends of the reslient sheet 3 form flaps 7 where the is 
sheet 3 has a reduced waD thickness. The ckeumteren- 
tJa) length of the sheet 3 wil be chosen slightJy larger 
than the circumference of the waB 4 of the welbore 1 
such that the flaps 7 will at least partly overlap if the 
resiBent sheet 3 has been expanded against said wafl 4. so 
Thus toe flaps 7 wil create a shut-off for leaks and wfll 
create a smooth and almost seamless internal bore of 
the expanded sheet 3. To improve the sealing a further 
sleeve (no! shown) of eettutar rubber may be placed out- 
side the ouler flap 7. TWs sJeeve snouW be bono^ » 
along an axial Bne. but not around the drcumf erence of 
the flap 7. This is because the rubber has to stretch on 
unscrofiing, and must therefore sSde over the flap 7 
which does not stretch. Tha interlace may be lubocaled. 
[0022] tn the assembly shown in Fig. 1 the flaps 7 are » 
not taken into account for determination of the average 
wal thickness of the sheet 3. In accordance with the 
invention the average wall thkimess d the sheet 3 is at 
least 2 mm whereas the wafl thickness of the flaps 7 
may be less than 2 mm. Thus, when used in this sped- as 
fication, the term average wall thickness of the sheet 
denotes the wall thickness of any parts of the sheet 3 
other than the nape 7 and locations where the sheet 3 Is 
perforated. 
(0023]   The maximum average wafl thickness T of a 40 
sheet 3 that win fully etasticairy unscroO can be esti- 
mated on Ihe basis of the formula: 

T/d • TAJ < Y/E 

where: 
d-    the scrolled diameter of the sheet 
0»    the relaxed diameter of the sheet 
Y -    the yield or proof stress of the sheet material; so 

and 
E -    the elastic modulus of the sheet material. 

[0024]   By virtue of its high elastic strain, viz. at least 
0.6% resulting from the coronation of low elastic or ss 
Young's modulus (preferably not more than 115.000 
MPa) and high proof stress (preferably at least 825 
MPa) the sheet according to the invention can have 

larger wal thickness than conventional resiiients 
sheets. Titanium alloys having an elastic modulus less 
than 150.000 MPa are particularly suitable for use in the 
Sheet according to the invention. A Ti aSoy grade 5 
sheet having an average wall thickness of 4 mm can be 
used for a T (17.5 mm) casing repair. A T1-22V-4AI alloy 
sheet having an elastic modulus of 82 MPa and thermo- 
rnechanlcaJty processed to achieve a proof stress of 720 
MPa or greater can be used for the same repair with an 
average waD thickness of 5 mm 
[0025] Further, some metastaWe beta-titanium aftoys 
such as Th16V-3AI-6Zr wrto appropriate thermome- 
chanfcal processing exhixt pseudcdasticity to an 
extent that would permit an average wal thickness 
between 11 and 13 mm TiNi would permit even greater 
wal thickness. These pseudodastic alloys can also be 
used to permit scrolling to a smaller cSamder when the 
sheet has an average waB thickness of several mifime- 
tres to allow installation through corwtrictions, such as 
fmcugh-tubtog operations in en oa c* gas production 
well 
[0026] The large average waB thickness of the sheets 
is not only useful for creating a rcfcud scrofl but also for 
enhancing the spring force with which the sheet 3 
unscrofls and presses itself against the wall 4 of the 
welbore 1. 
p027] Referring now to Fig. 2 there is shown a view 
of an unscroaed sheet according to the invention where 
the sheet forms a wen screen 10 which contains don- 
gale circumferential slots 11 that are arranged in sub- 
stantially paxaJld rows both axiaBy and uiuiinferentially 
across the screen 10. with no stagger between the rows 
of slots. The perforations are also tapered (not shown) 
in radial drection so that the smallest width of the perfo- 
rations is located at the outer tajrface of ft^ 
toe sheet is scrolled. 
[0028] The tapered shape of the dots 11 serves to 
avoid that sand pe/tidee which may enter the dots 11 
could become stuck partway In the dots 11. 
[0029] Circumferentidunstaggeredsicte 
tared to holes or rxirvcina^ereriWsfcte because t^ 
operation of scrdBng and unscroffing ce* be performed 
with mWmal stress concentrations to the screen mate- 
rial whJe retaining maximum spring force, strength and 
stiffness. 
[0030] The scrolled wdtscreen shown in Fig. 2 can 
also be covered, preferably at the outer surface, with ti- 
ter material Optionally toe filter material can be sepa- 
rated from the surface of Ihe screen 10 by a drainage 
layer, for example coarse woven wire, so that the fhid 
passing torough the filter layer not immeclatecppositea 
dot 11 in the scroD can flow to the slot 11 through the 
drainage layer. 
[0031] The fitter and drainage layers can be made of 
scrolled sheets of filter and drainage material which sur- 
round the screen 10. The sheets of the screen 10 and d 
toe filter and drainage layers can be provided with end 
flaps where the sheet has reduced thickness in the 
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same way as shown in Fig. 1 in order to create a seam- 
less screen when the assembly of the screen 10 and 
surrounding fitter and drainage layers unscroOs itself 
against (he weUbore or perforated production Bner. The 
weBscreen can thus press itself directly against the well- 
bore or perforated production Oner, without an interven- 
ing annulus. thus obviating the need for gravel packing, 
thereby reducing the risk of erosion and stabilizing the 
formation. 
[0032] If desired, the overlapping ends of the sheet or 
screen may be maintained in a fbced position relative to 
each other once the sheet has been expanded and 
installed within the conduit or weUbore. This may be 
achieved by wekfng or bonding the ends to each other, 
or by providing (he cvertapping ends wtth axial locking 
grooves or with rater** profiee thai oJk*w unscrofling tut 
prevent retooling of the sheet or screen. 

Claims 
1. A method for instating a scrolled resilient sheet 

alongside the inner surface of a fluid conduit the 
method comprising the steps of: 
• scrolling the reslient sheet and securing the 

scrolled sheet to a carrier toot such that the 
carrier tool carrying the scrolled sheet can be 
moved through the conduit: 
moving the carrier tool to a location in the con- 
out where the resilient sheet is to be installed; 
and 

- releasing the resient sheet from the carrier 
too) thereby allowing the resffierrt sheet to 
expand towards the inner surface of the con- 
duit, 

vals and is Installed alongside the inner surface of 
the weltoore to serve as a wettscreen. 

5. The method of daim 4, wherein the perforatioris 
5        consist of elongate circumferential slots which are 

arranged in substantially parallel rows both axiaHy 
and circumlerentiaDy across the sheet, with no 
stagger between the rows of slots. 

10 6. The method of claim 4, wherein the perforations are 
tapered in racial direction such that the smallest 
width of the perforations is located at the outer sur- 
face of the scrolled resilient sheet 

» 7. The method of claim 1. wherein the resilient sheet 
has a thickness of at least 5 mm and is made of a 
peeudoeiasfJcaloy. 

8. Themethcdc4cl*Jm7.wrieretotto 
20       treated TV16V-3AK>Zr. 

9. The method of daim 7, wherein the alloy is TiNl. 

25 

30 

35 

wherein the restart! sheet has an average waB 
thickness of at least 2 mm and an elastic strain or a 
pseudoelastic recoverable strain of at least 0.6% so 
as to induce the scrolled sheet to expend with an 40 
expansion force which Is sufficiently high to allow 
the sheet to press itself into place alongside the 
inner surface of the condu* during installation and 
to remain in place after Installation. 

45 
2. The method of daim 1, wherein the resilient sheet 

has an average wal thickness of at least 3 mm and 
is made of a titanium alloy having an elastic modu- 
lus not more than 115.000 MPa and a proof stress 

, of at least 825 MPa. so 
3. The method of daim 2, wherein the resffierrt sheet 

material has an average wall thickness of at least 4 
mm and is made of a TV6AWV alloy. 

4. The method of daim 1. wherein the fluid conduit is 
formed by an inflow region of hydrocarbon produc- 
tion well and the sheet is perforated at regular inter- 
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